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CANCER….Friend of Foe?

So I'm sure the topic of today's blog is sure to get some of you all revved up either to embrace or
chastise me for what I believe when it comes to cancer.
We all know someone who has succumb to cancer. I lost my father to cancer at the age of 52
which struck a chord in my heart because of his age and the way he aged in the 4 years of being
diagnosed.
I believe the reason cancer has gotten so out of control is because we have deviated away from
nature and the respect for her laws. Nature’s command must be obeyed. The sad thing is that
most of us do not know what that means. We have disconnected ourselves from nature and life,
the way it was intended to be fulfilled.
You are probably asking yourself why would I describe cancer as friend or foe? Well what you
don't understand is that no one really dies from cancer. That's right, I was kind of stunned
myself after the death of my father. What ultimately drives death is becoming
immunosuppressive. Things like liver failure, kidney failure, pneumonia...42-46% of patients
that have cancer will die from the wasting away of protein and lean body mass. That leaves 5458% of people that didn't die of muscle wasting. The rest of them died from the treatment.
So what is Cancer anyway?
Cancer is abnormal cell growth that has managed to escape biological control. This is a
regulatory system that is designed to control cellular suicidal process called programmed cellular
death (apoptosis); that other cells in the body are normally subjected to. This genetic program
that regulates the death/life cycle has been damaged so now cancer cells are dividing indefinitely
and worst yet, they do not stay in one spot. They love to move around and metastasize. 9 out of
10 people die from metastatic function and not cancer itself. Cancer is immortal! Cancer never
dies!
Their line of defense – Chemotherapy…
So let's talk about that. Anyone want to know how chemotherapy was discovered? In the 1940's
in Italy when the nitrogen mustard gas was dropped. The post mortem autopsy showed that the
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lymphocytes of the immune system had dropped significantly. They jumped all over that and
used the same mustard gas for those with Leukemia to kill the cancer cells, remember as
mentioned above that cancer never dies. The biggest problem with chemotherapy is that it
destroys and kills healthy cells of the body, damaging the internal organs making the recovery
from cancer almost impossible. The protocol to treat cancer are actually cancer causing
chemicals. We are generating more cancer. What else does chemotherapy do? Well it
stimulates cancer stem cells. Stem cells are cells that haven't decided what they want to be yet.
They have the ability to be any cell they choose of any organ in the body. If you damage the
DNA of a stem cell through free radical production, it becomes immortal producing more and
more cells, billions of cells which then become cancer. It's the stem cell generating all these
cells just pouring it out as if you have left the faucet running for months if not years.
Chemotherapy has absolutely no effect on the stem cell; they only kill the daughter cells that are
produced by the stem cell. Yes the Timor shrinks but then it comes back and it comes back
more aggressive. How many times have we heard that before?
Does this make sense?
Let's look at some other statistics:
18% of all cancers are caused by an infection.
25% of all cancers are related to obesity.
Environmental influence is a whopping 41%
That's 84% that we have the ability to control.
Do you think we have a chance here people??
The remaining 16% is unknown possibly genetic factors.
The medical approach to cancer is a deception. It is an unethical, deceptive business
brainwashing society when it's nothing more than a fraud!
Here's one for you: did you know that oncologists get a kickback when prescribing drugs? They
get a 6% reimbursement. Isn't that nice? You get paid to kill people. Drug companies have
poured over a billion dollars into natural substances such as turmeric, resveratrol and green tea
and found that these substances are more powerful then chemotherapy. The problem is you
cannot patent nature, but you sure can patent a drug.
This article is not to offend any ones belief system on what they perceive to be the truth, but a
very in depth look at the hidden truth they don't want you to see.
Love and chi
Steven Maverick Desantis
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